Optimization of Vertical Alignment for
Highways Through Mathematic·at Programming
ROBERT W. HAYMAN, Department of Civil Engineering, Colorado State University
The design of the vertical alignment portion of a modern highway is an engineering problem of large computational magnitude characteristically possessing an unlimited number of solutions. In this paper, the familiar alignment
problem is subjected to formal mathematical decision theory. An algorithm
is developed that is capable of generating a sequence of feasible design statements and that terminates with an optimal design. The design algorithmis
developed for rapid solution on a digital computer to produce a highly refined
design statement. A list of design constraints is compiled and mathematically
described in terms of the alignment design variables. A general cost function
is derived in terms of the design variables. The design variables defined in
the solution process are the centerline elevations and the location of the catch
points at either side of the roadway.
•THE HIGHWAY design process is a recursive activity in which several separate
phases are executed sequentially with the results of one phase establishing design
considerations for the next. It would be desirable if even a single phase of this process could be executed to its optimal condition. This paper offers a method whereby
one important design phase-that of vertical alignment-may be executed to its optimal
condition.
It is not to be implied that all considerations of the problem are complete. The
intent is to establish the nature of the design methodology and to be only inclusive
enough to demonstrate the promise of the technique.
It is presumed that a statement of horizontal alignment is available as a starting
point and that a refined statement of the vertical alignment is desired. The optimal
vertical alignment is effected through the application of mathematical programming.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The requirement of casting a problem into a form that may be solved by the general
application of mathematical programming theory is that specifications and value judgments that describe some feature of the design or will constrain its final form are
subject to quantification. In addition, one must have a clear objective in mind for the
final design-that is, some statement representing that quality or group of qualities
against which various designs may be compared, thus permitting rejection of all feasible solutions except the optimal. Such a statement of objectives must also be subject
to quantification. This statement is known as the objective function. For example,
the design objective could be to achieve the smallest initial construction cost, or to
provide a facility havinf; the likelihood of the smallest maintenance cost or smallest
accident hazard, or maximum traffic capacity, to name only a few of the more popular
criteria. The condition selected for this demonstration is that of smallest initial construction cost.
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The general form of any mathematical programming problem is as follows :
Given a set of design variables

and a set of design specifications
gl (X1, X2, X3, · ·

, Xn),,; b1

g2 (X1, X2, X3, · ·

, Xn),,; b2
Constraints

and a design objective

find values for X1, X2, X3, ... , Xn that satisfy all constraints and result in the minimum value of the design objective.
Currently there exist several techniques that will directly generate a set of values
for the design variables in such a manner that all design constraints are satisfied.
Beginning with some initial, feasible solution, any one of the various mathematical
programming algorithms will seek out a new feasible solution that shows an improvement in the design objective when compared to the first solution. The programming
algorithm will contain some mechanism for perpetuating the recursion process that
will continue until no new solution can be found that will improve the design objective.
In some cases it is even possible to say with absolute certainty that no better solution
actually exists.
The particular solution methodology thought to be best suited for solving the vertical alignment problem will be discussed in a later section. At this point, the task at
hand is one of development of the design constraints.
MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
A single list of design constraints for the vertical portion of the highway system
could not hope to represent the needs of any particular design agency and are not intended to do so. A selected list of design constraints is as follows:
1. Maximum roadway grade limitations are not to be exceeded;
2. Parabolic (second order) curves shall be used as necessary to provide for
changes in direction of the vertical attitude of the centerline;
3. The profile is to provide for continuous minimum safe line-of-sight distances;
4. The vertical accelerations of vehicles traveling at designed speed are to be held
to comfortable minimums;
5. Limitations on the stability of cut and fill slopes must be accounted for, presuming knowledge of suitable soil strength parameters;
6. Provision must be made to recognize that the roadway elevation and/or catch
point location may be prespecified according to some existing physical condition; and
7. Earthwork quantities are to be balanced considering the possibility of wasting
excess excavation and borrowing to account for any deficiency in required fill volumes.

Numerical values applying to the interpretation of some constraints can be taken
from "A Policy on Geometric Design of Rural Highways" (1), a publication of the
American Association of State Highway Officials, or from o ther relevant specifications.
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The design variables selected for identification are the roadway elevations on the
centerline of the roadway and, at each design station, the lateral location of side-slope
catch points. Thus, at a given design station along the centerline of the roadway, threl
variables must be identified.
The symbology for modeling the problem is set down at the outset as follows:
= the parameter for numbering the design stations;

Xj = the centerline elevation at station j;
Xj, 1

the distance measured laterally from shoulder or ditch point to the righthand catch point;

Xj, 2

the distance measured laterally from shoulder or ditch point to the lefthand catch point;

Ej = elevation of natural ground on the centerline at station j, presumed known;
2Kf

width of roadway in a fill section, presumed known;

2Kc

width of roadway in a cut section, presumed known;

L = horizontal distance interval between adjacent design stations, a fixed
quantity;
G

tangent grade;

f:lj

"average" slope of the natural ground line for the cross section at station j;

n = number of design stations on some particular project;
Sj, 1

cut or fill slope on the right-hand side of the template at station j; and

Sj, 2

cut or fill slope on the left-hand side of the template at station j.

Much of the mathematical detail required for development of the constraint modeling is not included here. A complete discussion may be found elsewhere (2). Figures
1 and 2 will offer some assistance in the interpretation of the constraint forms given
below.
1. Grade Restriction- Call Gmax the absolute value of the limiting centerline
grade, between any two consecutive stations. Then

Xj+l-Xj'"GmaxLI.
J=l,2, ... ,n-1
Xj - Xj+l,;; Gmax L

and

(1)
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Figure 1. Hypothetical roadway profile.
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Figure 2. Hypothetical roadway cross section.

is required. The first form protects a positive grade and the second accounts for
negative grade protection. Both forms must be written at each design station in the
project. The statements literally allow the design to admit any grade up to and including the maximum.
2. Parabolic Curve-This feature is accounted for in developing the next two
constraints.
3. Sight Distance Provisions-The AASHO Manual (1) requires that minimum safe
stopping distance be provided on any vertical curve. Specifically, it is required that
the length of any vertical curve be at least as long as KA, where A is the absolute value
of the difference in tangent grades at either end of the vertical curve. K is a constant
depending on design speed and whether a curve has "crest" or "sag" orientation.
Through the calculus and finite difference mathematics, the AASHO requirement may
bP. transferred into the following :

and

j = 2, 3, ... , n - 1

(2)

These last statements have incorporated the requirement for parabolic curvatures.
4. Limitation on Vertical Acceleration of Vehicle-The AASHO Manual states that
the vertical acceleration imposed on a vehicle traveling at maximum design speed,
V (mph), ·may be held to 1 ft/sec 2 if the length of every vertical curve is in excess of
the quantity
AV2
4,650
where A is defined as before. Using the same mathematical techniques as applied to
the sight distance constraint, the acceleration requirement may be stated as
-Xj-1+2Xj-Xj+ls:

and

4,650 L2
V2

j=2,3, ... ,n-1

~ 4,650 L
Xj-1- 2Xj + J+l ~
V2

X.

2

(3)

(
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5. Preset Values or Tolerances on Design Variables-Suppose, at roadway station
j, that the centerline elevation were required to be 5000.00 ft, plus or minus 0.10 ft.

Then
Xj

and

s: 5000.101

.
any J

(4)

xj ~ 4999.90

is required. Any such statement may be incorporated into the model, as may be
required.
6. Slope Stability Constraint-It is presumed that side-slope limitations are known
for any design station. Call these Sj 1 and Sj 2 for the right- and left-hand slopes respectively. In Figure 2 a typical cut'section i's shown. In this representation, the natural ground line has been replaced by a single best-fit line. Statistical techniques have
been successfully used (2) as a practical method for describing the attitude of the bestfit line. In terms of thei dealized template, the slope protection may be provided by
the following collection of statements:

-

X

j

(

~' l
)
1- ,BjSj,1

-

Xj, 1

s: (1-Sj,1
,B· S·

J l,

)

1

(5)

for a right-hand cut slope, and
(6)

for a left-hand cut slope, and
(7)

for a right-hand fill slope, and
(8)

for a left-hand fill slope.
Only two of constraints 5 through 8 are required at any particular design station.
To make a proper choice, it is required that a preliminary vertical alignment be roughed
out. An inappropriate initial choice of pairs of stability constraints has been found to
have very little effect on the final solution (2).
7. Material Balance Constraint-The tofal of that material to be excavated plus any
borrow must be at least as great as the total embankment plus any waste. In a gross
mathematical way this says
ye+ B ~ yf + W

or
ye - yf + B - W ~ 0

where vc, B, vf, Ware respectively total excavation, total borrow, total fill, and total
waste. It remains to reconstruct this relationship in terms of the design variables.
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The fundamental unit to be considered is the cross-sectional area of the roadway
template at any design station. Figure 2 serves to represent the discussion. Recall
that the actual cross-profile of the ground line has been replaced by a statistically fit
line. The attitude of this line is {3, and is known. For a typical cut section, the template area may be expressed as

For a typical fill section, at station j,

All elements in definitions 9 and 10 are known except the design variables Xj, Xj, 1,
and Xj, 2. Assuming for the moment that we know which stations in the project are,
cut and which are fill, the gross form of the material balance constraint may be
specialized:
fills

cuts

i4I:

L ""'.
(Aj + Aj +1) - 54
L.J (Aj + Aj +1) + B -W ~ 0

(11)

j

Substitution of definitions 9 and 10 into the specialized form, 11, produces the final
worldng form of the material balance requirement. Lack of space and of a specific
example precludes this last act. Actually, an electronic computer makes very short
work of the process.
It must be supposed that there will be initial error in constructing the material
balance constraint, as the final design is not known at this point. Accordingly, there
will have been incorrect identifications of which sections are cut and which are fill.
However, since the solution process is itself recursive in nature, corrections to the
cut/fill desi1mations ma.v be ma.de durin!!' the actual solution nrocess. Exoerience to
dat~ (2) indi~ates that the entire proced~re stabilizes quite r·apidly.
•
The final modeling problem concerns the construction of the design objective function. Details of development are similar to those involved in formulating the material
balance statement.
DESIGN OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

Recall that the design objective is to determine the solution for the design variables
that results in a minimum construction cost. The objective function is developed as
follows:
Define
uc

=

unit of cost of excavation,

uf

=

unit cost of fill,

ub

=

unit cost of borrow (delivered),

uw

=

unit cost of waste (cost above excavation), and

uh

=

unit cost of haul from cut to .fill (cost/station-yard).

Recall that
cuts
yc

=

volume of excavation

=

5~

L

(Aj + Aj +1)
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fill

yf

= volume of fill =

i4 L

(Aj + Aj +1)

In addition, let
Vj = volume of excavation between station j and j + 1 =

i4

(Aj + Aj +1)

Hj = distance of hauling Vj to an appropriate fill zone
Now let cc, cf, ch, cb represent the total costs of excavation , fill, haul , and borrow
respectively. It is assumed that waste costs nothing beyond excavation costs. Then,
the total project cost can be stated as follows:
C = cc + cf + ch + cb
cuts
_ UCL ·~

-

54 L..J
j
cuts
uhL~
+

(12)

54 L..J
j

On the basis of some starting statement for the vertical design, the objective function 12 is specialized for any given project by the substitution of the template area defini tions, Eqs. 9 and 10, and estimation of the Hj. It is recognized that there are other
construction costs than those accounted for by Eq. 12. Howeve r, the major ones are
relatively constant over a wide range of possible vertical alignments. Accounting for
these costs, therefore, contributes nothing to a solution for the design variables being
considered. Further, accounting for fill costs in the manner described is contrary to
standard highway accounting procedures. It must be recognized, however, that there
are real costs associated with embankment construction. Watering or dewatering,
compaction, and shaping are examples of these. The only question in accounting for
fill costs on a cubic yard basis is the accounting method.
SOLUTION PROCESS
The selection of a particular solution procedure must consider various characteristics of the mathematical programming problem. Of importance are size of the problem,
mathematical nature of the inequalities and objective function , and whether or not an
approximate solution is acceptable. The procedure selected will produce an "exact"
solution, at least theoretically, and is thought to require a minimum amount of computational effort.
Consider the following computational sequence :

2, .. ., X~).

1.

Somehow, define a starting solution, X 0 = (Xf, x

2.

Compute tlle gradient of the objective function and evaluate this at

Xo.

'

V f (:Xo)

=

[__.£!_ (:Xo) ~ (xo)
ax 1
' ax2
'

· · ·'

----2.!_ (xo)]

axn

For convenience, let d 0 equal the transpose of Vf (x0 ).
3.

Form the relation X 1 = x 0 + Act 0 , where A is some non-negative scalar constant.

4. The relationship defined in 3 may be substituted into each constraint, treated
as an equality. The resulting statements may each be solved for >... Identify the
smallest >.. = Amin.
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5. X 1 = x

0

0

+ Amin d. Now X 1 is a better solution than X and is a feasible solution.

6. Repeat steps 2 through 5 until no non-zero X can be calculated at step 4. When
this occurs, the computational sequence must be altered, as discussed later.
The process offered below is called the "method of feasible directions" and was developed by Zoutendijk. The details are thoroughly discussed elsewhere (2, 3, 4). Suppose that the cyclic process described above terminates at cycle V. We are looking
for a new solution which is better than xv and is still feasible.
7. Form the relationship
-v+l
X

x,

+Xi'

We seek to discover r which, for any non-negative scalar
-v+l
-v
will produce a feasible X
that is better than X .

where

r

-v

=X

= (r1, r2, ... , rn).

8. Solve the following mathematical programming problem.

Viij (xV) r

+as: 0

(i contained in Iv)

Maximize a.
In the programming problem given above the new terminology is identified as follows:
ogi (Xv), .,.o;i (XV), •.. , oxgi (xv)]
[ ox 1
o 2
o n
L

V

that RUbRP.t of thP. originll.l r.onRtraintR that bP.r.amP. ar.tivP. (Rtrir.t P.qualitiP.R)

at cycle V.

a = auxiliary variable, of no relationship to the original variables (and of no
further interest beyond step 8).
Hadley (3) shows how this auxiliary programming problem can be further transformed
into a completely linear problem. Having accomplished this, it may be solved by the
well-known simplex algorithm. It is significant that the auxiliary problem is normally
but a fraction of the size of the original problem.
9. With r now known, substitute xv+l = xv+ Ar- into all constraints of th.e original
problem, solving for X in each case. Using the minimum X, form
10. xv+l = Xv + Amin r. Now xv+l is better than xv, and is still feasible.

11. Repeat steps 8 through 10 until no non-zero X may be found.
The entire process is at an end with the final solution point being either a relative
(local) optimum or an absolute optimum.
CONCLUSION
In an application of these techniques to a portion of a highway project that had previously been designed by classical methods (2), the computed construction cost was
reduced from $106,000 per mile to $86,000 per mile. All design constraints were
satisfied and an entirely continuous curvilinear alignment was produced. To design a
typical mile of roadway according to those constraints outlined in the discussion, it is
necessary to write approximately 308 constraints like Eqs. 1 through 11 and there will
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be approximately 160 design variables involved. A CDC 6400 computer system was
used for the various computational phases and can effect a final solution (after data
preparation) in about 10 minutes.
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